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Newton Allows Hillside Occupancy
BY PAUL O'MALLEY
Building A of the Hillside
Dormitories was finally occupied
on Tuesday and Wednesday of last
week. The move from the Howard
Johnson Motel in Newton Corner,
involving 187 students, was
completed in the two day period
without any major difficulties.
The students were informed of
the move upon returning from
winter recess on Sunday, March
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Planning Director would be occupancy of Building A. One of
submitted by June 30, 1973. As the conditions BC has agreed to is
reported in The Heights (Vol. LII, the daily removal of solid waste
No. 18), the earliest date on from the dormitory, at no
which BC's petition could have expense to the City.
According to Victor Taglienti,
been approved by the Aldermen
25.
was April 2.
Assistant Building commissioner,
On
Friday,
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March
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also for three students who were trapped in a dorm elevator for a few hours.
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entering being March 15. The Hillside construction site. Charles
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by legal
Newton. According to the original (Chairman of the Newton Land
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Newton Board of Aldermen Flatley Project Director Mark BY NOEL BOULANGER
coming [to the University] black community at Boston
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Hillside (Petition
problems involved with students
18, 1972): "There shall be no living near a construction site, professors, Drs. Ed Reynolds decrease the number of black bad not only for the black
(Psychology) and Charles Smith teachers at Boston College from community, but for the school as
occupancy of said dormitories security,
solid waste disposal, and (Education), has resulted in the four to two, who a year ago well. He said that white students
have
been
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until
landscaping. Barkin and Thomas creation
should have the opportunity to
of a petition by the BC numbered seven.
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with
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BC's handling of these matters.
as an extension of racist policy.
of the Black Forum, who has world they will have to live in for
Then, instead of waiting for
By March of this year, no
In the words of the petition worked on the committee that is the rest of their lives, and not be
landscaping plan had been the Aldermen to waive the filing itself,
the direct consequences of distributing petitions, one of the kept within an almost totally
accepted. Since the University of acceptable landscaping plans, the action will be that "Boston requirements for tenure at Boston white atmosphere, as exists at
wanted to occupy the new dorms the University filed a plan that College will definitely lose those College is to have published a Boston College.
by the fifteenth, a petition was was approved by the Planning
two members from their faculty. book. Dr. Reynolds has not had a
Walker said that, even though
filed with the Board of Aldermen Department. Since the original Along with this, other qualified book published but has published time is a definite factor, the
on March 5, which, if approved, requirement of the Newton/BC
to
blacks will be discouraged from various articles. He is also well committee would work
would have allowed BC to move agreement had been fulfilled, the
known as being outstanding in his circulate the petition and to make
field. Walker said that both students aware of the situation.
professors felt that "they've put The petition states that "Boston
in enough to get tenure." He College has displayed increasing
mentioned that both plan to go neglect in hiring and recruiting of
elsewhere to get their tenure.
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NEWSBRIEFS
The Bald Subtanie

Wednesday evening, April 11 at
7:30 pm in Cushing 001, the
French Club will sponsor a lecture
by Prof. Vera Lee of the Romance
Languages Department entitled,
"A Victim of Ionesco?" A wine
and cheese reception will follow
in Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Natale Would
The Catholic Charitable Bureau, a

non-biased, non-sectarian social
organization is offering
professional counseling in matters
of inter-personal relationships,
pre-marital relationships, birth
control, consideration of
abortion, pre-natal and post-natal
counseling every Thursday
afternoon from two to four in the
infirmary clinic area. This service
is available to all Boston College
students at no cost. For further
information and appointments,

call the Infirmary.

Grecian Yearn
International Festival, Thursday
April 12 on BC Green. Additional
booths (Poland, Greece,
Scandinavia, Germany) welcome.
Contact Linda Chatalian,
Cheverus 219, or Student
Activities (x 170).
Korean Toilet
Anyone interested in becoming a
Freshman Assistant or Transfer
Assistant in the School of
Management is encouraged to sign
up for an interview in Fulton 205.

THE HEIGHTS

April 4, in McGuinn sth Floor
from 4-6 pm. Members of
the Pre-Med Board, and Biology,
Chemistry and Physics faculty
have all been invited. All are
welcome to attend. Admission is
free for members and 50 cents for

that time. It is expected that these Wednesday, April 4?Saturday,
cards will be received by early April 7
April and therefore students are
Jim Lyness presents
asked to come to the Financial Celebration, a musical, O'Connell
Aid Office during the week of House, 8:00 pm.
April 9th-April 13th to fill out
and sign the renewal card. Thursday, April 5
non-members.
Yoga Class, 7:30 pm, Campion
Students who do not report to the
Financial Aid Office during the Faculty Lounge.
Paeon
dates mentioned above, will risk
Eat lunch with the Three
The Office of Student Activities is cancellation of the scholarship for Stooges, Murray House, 12-2 pm.
now accepting applications for the coming academic year.
Women's Week
resident staff positions in
Cora Pucci, designer and
O'Connell Student Union.
Mickey Finn
potter, 11:00 am-3:00 pm,
Application forms may be picked Murray House is available for McElroy Foyer.
up at the Student Activities meeting space. Contact Gary Blau
Women Students reading from
Office, McElroy 141. The at 731-3650.
their own poetry, 3:00 pm,
deadline for applications will be The Ticket Booth has tickets for Resident Student Lounge.
Monday, April 16. These positions downtown concerts and Boston
Humanities Series presents
are for the coming academic year Opera (Eastern Opera Ruth Whitman reading from her
(1973-1974). Remember the Consortium).
poems, 8:00 pm, McGuinn
Pueblo.
Auditorium. Reception for Ms.
Tuesday, April 3
Whitman, 9:30 pm, Murray
Foreign Devils
Cultural Committee presents House.
On Friday, April 6th, through The Birds by Aristophanes, 8:15
Sunday April Bth, a group of pm, Campion Auditorium.
students and priests from Boston
Jewish Student Alliance Friday, April 6
College will offer an Antioch presents Shop on Main Street,
Humanities Series presents
Weekend at Watch Hill in Rhode 7:00 and 9:30 pm, McGuinn Vale Russian Chorus, 8 pm
Island. The Weekend will attempt Auditorium.
Campion Auditorium.
to offer insight and personal
History Department presents
Romance Languages film,
testimony on God's call and our Potemkin, 4:00 pm, McGuinn Raices (The Roots), 8 pm, Higgins
response to it; our acceptance of Auditorium, and World Turned 304.
our individual Missions to follow Upside Down, 7:00 pm, Devlin Women's Week
Christ and work for Him through 008.
Cora Pucci, designer and
Alfred Guzzetti, experimental potter, 11 am?3 pm, McElroy
personal growth and Christian
Community. The cost of this and documentary films, Lyons Foyer.
weekend will run between five Honors Lounge, 1:30 pm.
Renee Rubin, piano recital
and fifteen dollars. If you would Women's Week
with cellist, 3 pm, Resident
like to join us on this weekend,
Student Dance Program, 3:00 Student Lounge.
please stop in to the Student pm, Resident Student Lounge.
Activities-Chaplains Office in
Elma Lewis, prominent woman Friday, April 6-Saturday, April 7
McElroy 141 and leave your name of dance, 8:00 pm, Resident
Film Board presents Stolen
and number.
Student Lounge. Followed by Kisses, Friday at 8 pm, Saturday
reception sponsored by Black at 7 and 9 pm, McGuinn
KisKnish
Mai
Women's Committee, 9:30 pm, Auditorium.
The Joshua Center is open 24 Murray House.
Lounge

Thai One On
Anyone interested in becoming a
Freshman Assistant or a Transfer
Assistant in A&S is encouraged to
fill out an application. hours a day everyday to help you
Applications are available anytime with any hassles?legal, birth
during the day in the A&S control, draft, personal problems,
counseling office in Gasson 114. even a place to stay. Shaw House
Basement, tel: 969-8070.
Nightingale
Florence
Foreign Aide
Applications for those interested
in being a Freshman Assistant in Students currently receiving
the School of Nursing are Massachusetts State Scholarships
available in Cushing 105 until who are interested in a renewal of
this scholarship for 1973-74 are
April 11.

Wednesday, April 4

Humanities Series presents Fr.
8:00 pm,
McGuinn Auditorium.
Women's Week
Students reading from their

JOE'S barbershop

1928 Beacon St.: Cleveland Circle
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LOW, LOW PRICED LUNCHEONS
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21 HARRISON AYE. BOSTON. 426-4210

3005ummer job/
available in Jwitzerland
661-%54
Eurotours. Inc-678 Massachusetts Ave-Carnbridge. Mass-02139
MATH/SCIENCE GRADS
Does teaching Overseas Appeal to you?
Are you finishing your degree soon?
WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER OPTION?
Would you like to live in a milieu totally different than your present
one? Do you need exp to get that ONE important job in a few years?
IF SO. THEN PICK UP AN APPLICATION FOR
PEACE CORPS
from the Placement office, fill it out and get set for 27 months of
unique and exciting teaching experience.
We particularly need Math. Science and English Teachers.
Visit The Placement Office For Information
OR CALL COLLECT
JUDY MORONEY
(617)223-6366
THE PEACECORPS
?^^?\u25a0???

'
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Saturday, April 7
Women's Week
Black Women in the Arts with
Madeleine Miller, 1-5 pm,
Resident Student Lounge.
Piano recital by Dr. Olga
Stone, Resident Student Lounge,
Newton College, 8 pm.

Sunday, April 8
O'Connell Film Freaks
Festival, Came Mutiny and
Maltese Falcon, 1 pm, O'Connell
Hall.
Women's Week
Film Marathon with Marlene
Dietrich, Blue Angel and Scarlet
Empress and Mac West cameo
from I'm No Angel, I*6 pm,
McGuinn Auditorium.
Monday, April 9
History Department presents
Project Cham, 11 am, Murray
Conference Room and Our Daily
Bread, 4 and 7 pm, McGuinn

Auditorium.

THE HEIGHTS NEEDS MORE
REPORTERS RIGHT NOW!!!!!
HOW ABOUT YOU? ? ? ? ? ?

RESEARCH MATERIALS
All Topics
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page,mail order catalog of 2,300
quality research papers. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and handling.

RESEARCH UNLIMITED

519 BLENROCK AYE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 ? 477-5493

.,

"We need a local salesman"

ThePaulists are helping to build the earth.

Thomas Corbishley,

own and professional plays, 3:00
pm, Resident Student Lounge.
Panel discussion with women
writers, 8:00 pm, Newton College
reminded that renewal cards will (Chappel Hall). Newton College
XXY Affair
be sent this year, directly to the will sponsor a reception for the
The Mendel Club is holding a wine Financial Aid Office, and students panelists, 9:30 pm.
and cheese party on Wednesday, must come in and sign them at
LAYER CUT FOR LONG HAIR
The most modern technique in
men's hair styling: regular price
53.50; only 52.50 to BC students
with this coupon.

Tuesday, April 3,
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the young and old
spreading the
Christian spirit,

YOUNGER MEMBERS'
COMMITTEE

praying

celebrating

American priests
on the move
throughout
North America.

,_ -

tuJ LJJL| L write:.
more inxormanon
FatherDonald C. Campbell,
Room 101.

Paillist
Fathers.
415West 59th Street
NewYoric.N.Y. 10019

counseling

HARVARD CLUB
OF BOSTON
Invites

B.C. WOMEN 18+
TO JOLLY UP PARTIES
Ist & 3rd Mondays & Fridays
From 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Admission Price:sl.
Complete Cash Bar
Music & Dancing
AT THEHARYARD CLUB
374 Commonwealth aye.
(near Massachusetts Aye.)
Boston, Massachusetts

flQUflftflUTlC/

104 Fbher Avenue Drookline, fflauachu*etb 02146
?

Pool Management Division

With

experience and knowledge

Qualified, Reputered Ufa Guards
of maintenance, operation, and swimming

ANAUTICS

pool equipment wanted

ON LV

fultjtime.

Faraonnal Department Tuesdays, Wednesdays, or Thimday* between 10AM and 12 Noon W llblil(617) 277-2470
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McEwen Solicits Support For Nationwide Meat Boycott
BY ROHAN SAMARAWEERA
This week, from April 1
through the 7th, consumers across
the state will be boycotting the
sale of meat. Since February 15,
the price per pound of meat sold
at the market counter, has
skyrocketed. Various consumer

groups, headed locally by the
Association of Massachusetts
Consumers (AMC), met last
Saturday, March 31, at the JFK
Building in Government Center
for an organizationalrally.
Fr. Robert McEwen, a member

of the BC Economics Department that the lesson gets across and we
and President of the AMC, is one can get some action from the
of the prime forces behind the government to see that they
weeklong boycott. He presented understand the problem." The
at the rally a consumers' program federal action that McEwen seeks
of action. Stress was placed on "would include freezing farm
three points: what can be prices, but only after they are
demanded of supermarkets; what rolled back below March 16
consumers can demand of the levels."
federal government; and, most
Plans for this week are
importantly, what the consumer extensive, both throughout the
can do as an individual.
state and here at BC. Consumers
When contacted, McEwen United, a group operating out of
claimed that "The goal is to have the North Shore, has solicited
the demand for beef diminish, so signatures from people pledging

Morrison Case Sent
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
The case of Prof. Kristin
Morrison, former Boston College
English professor who was denied
tenure in March 1971, has been
referred by the Boston Office of

the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare to its
Washington office.
Mr. Richard Randolph, from
the HEW Contract Compliance
Office, told The Heights that a
meeting with Pres. Monan in
which Randolph was asked to
review some University Hearing
Committee transcripts did not
serve

reverse

to

the

to

Washington

tenure to Morrison.

Morrison, now Academic Dean
at Newton College of the Sacred
Heart, has charged that sex
discrimination was involved in the
decision by the University to deny
her tenure. Her appeal was turned
down last December by the Board
of Trustees.
In Washington, Morrison's case
will first be reviewed by HEW
lawyers and then by the
department itself. If their decision
goes against Boston College, the
matter will be decided by a public
examiner at an open hearing. If

Boston that

decision is

against

the

office's decision. That decision, University, a failure to comply
reached in spring, 1971, would result in a loss of federal
recommended the granting of funds to BC.

Interested in Working on the

Randolph does not expect the
process to take a long time in
Washington. He was not able to
give any time estimate but he said
that the Washington bureau is
"very interested" in this case. He
noted that they have been
watching its development for
some time and are already
acquainted with many of the
particulars of the case. He was
quick to add, though, that this
interest shown for the case by
Washington in no way points to
any predetermined judgment on
their part.

Pick up information and application packet in
the PULSE office.
Deadline is Mon., April 9.
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verified for nutritional value. The
menu includes: fresh citrus fruits,
green beans and salads, fish of
various kinds, chicken and
marinated kidneys as a few of the
items that can be consumed
without the loss of nutritional
value. If one is interested in a
copy of the menu, it can be
obtained in Carney 231.
McEwen went on to say that
this policy of boycottingproducts
could become a continuous
activity until meaningful results
are obtained. He said, "I don't
think this can fail to have an
effect; when people have to pay
highly inflated prices for
hamburger they will think again
about Mr. Nixon basking in Key
Biscayne." A secondary goal of
the boycott, according to him, is
to "Enhance the consumer
consciousness of the public, and
demonstrate that they cannot rely
on a market to take care of proper

also a Pulse worker, said that
SAGA will designate Monday as
meatless day and will continue
throughout the week to offer, to
those who wish to boycott meat,
a beefless option. Poller also said
that, because of the nature of
SAGA's business on campus, they
cannot legally decline to serve
meat in their menu.
McEwen suggested, "Hotels
and restaurants (and this could
also apply to SAGA) could offer
discounts on non-beef meals as an
incentive to consumers to
purchase those in large volume, so
they can make up in volume

profits that might be lost in not

selling the higher priced meat

items."

McEwen held a news
conference after the rally. He
made it clear that, throughout the
week, groups will be going to price regulations."

"being a mother of eight children
I could understand them."
Reflecting on the past seven
months, Mrs. Conners said she was
"positive I would do it again," if
asked. "It was an experience, but
we appreciated them," she

remarked.
Other than the confined living
space, most students agreed that
staying at HoJo's was a pleasant
enough experience. "They let us
have parties and generally left us

moved out of the motel and into
their new homes, leaving the
HoJo's, according to the Manager,
Mrs. Conners, "quite empty. It's
sad to see them go," she said. Mrs.
Conners called the students "A
credit to their school and their
parents. We had a few pranks and
experiences of that type," she
commented, but added that,

p

The Snake and Apple
P?

special sales to make the prices
very attractive, then buy the
meats at the sale price, but freeze
it and boycott eating any of it
during the week."
The AMC has published a
week's meatless menu that they

HoJo Students Move to Hillside

\u25a0

-_

markets in the area, asking them
to pledge not to sell meat.
However, he said, "If stores run

inhabited by people leading lives
BY BILL SPALLINA
After living "temporarily" for quite different from those of most
six months in the Newton Howard college students. For these
Johnson's, BC students have students, moving to their new
finally transferred their belongings home is the best thing to happen
to the recently finished Hillside to them all year.
"Everyone was overjoyed when
apartments. The move, generally
regarded by the students as we came back on Sunday and
"wonderful," marks the end of found out we were leaving,"
living in confined quarters, out of remarked one student. By the end
suitcases and in a building of last week, all the students had

PULSE. COUNCIL ?

N

their support of the boycott. Said
McEwen: "As of Tuesday (March
27), we have seven thousand
pledges from the Beverley-Swampscott area alone."
Jim Valone, Director of the BC
Pulse Program, has had program
members Kathy Gorman and
Cynthia Myhling contacting area
restaurants and supermarkets,
asking them not to sell meat
during the boycott. Genie Poller,

-Ml

fp l^
M--Jl
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community in themselves.Besides

the rooms themselves, each dorm
contains several lounges, a laundry
room, and mailboxes, all within
the same building. The new sub
shop located nearby will be able
to satisfy minor food needs of the
dorm dwellers. Everyone has
settled in, so much in fact that no
one wants to venture outside. "We
love it," remarked Kathy Reilly,
one of the new occupants. "We
like it so much we don't want to
leave," she said.
The first night there almost
held her to her word, when she
(Continued on page 5)
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REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT RENTALS
1283 Commonwealth Avenue
Recommended in BC Off-campus
Housing bulletin for 'quick service,
courtesy and good listings'
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alone," commented one.
The Hillside Dorms, the first of
their type at BC, are a total

cßgasonable
THESIS

Prices

Quick

Service

Give us a Try
TECHNICAL PAPERS
\u2666 \u2666

GEMINI MAIL SERVICE
322 WARREN STREET / BOSTON, MASS. 02119

Phone 440-9049
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Students Commit Extensive Damage on Three Modulars
BY MIKE MORGAN
A group of BC students did an
estimated $700 worth of damage
to one modular apartment and a
minor amount of damage to two
others recently, according to Fred

Pennino, Project Coordinator for
Physical Plant.
Pennino said that the students
destroyed "eight or nine" doors
and demolished a six foot section

of wall between the kitchen and
stairway. He added that there
were holes in many sections of the
walls and that the light covers and
other fixtures were also damaged.
Pennino told The Heights that
his role in the aftermath of the
incident was to "estimate the
damage and the cost of
replacement." Pennino based his
estimate of $700 on replacement

materials and labor costs,
foremost among them carpenter's
wages of "approximately seven
dollars per hour."
Pennino commented that "You
can justify accidents, but this was
a case of out and out malicious
damage." He said that he felt
there should be a "penalty"
because "if some student knew
that all they had to pay were

maintenance costs, there would be left intact, the front door."
According to reports, a beer keg
all-out war on the campus."

According to Kevin Duffy,
Director of Housing, two residents
of the "severely damaged"
modular have been evicted from
university housing while two
others have been moved to other
quarters. Duffy said that the fifth
and sixth students living in the
modular will remain there for an
unspecified period of time.
Duffy said he became involved
in the incident on Friday, March
16, when he and Fr. Edward
Hanrahan, Dean of Students, went
down to the mods to investigate
damage done after a March 15
community. Over 150 households remainder being divided among party and a similar incident a
are considered active members of faculty, BC employees, and week earlier. He said that, in the
mod which suffered the most
the co-op, with four or five members of the community.
individuals per
participating
Co-op members plan a petition damage, "there was only one door
membership. Some sixty percent and letter-writing drive to attempt
of the members are graduate or to gain support for
their
LOSE 20 POUNDS
undergraduate students, with the continued presence on campus.

Future of Food-Coop Uncertain
Space Allocation by BC Unlikely
BY STEVE FISCHER
The future of the BC food
co-op was rendered uncertain
recently with the information that
allocation by the University of
operating space on campus was
unlikely for next year.
According to Ed Beecher,
director of the co-op, he was
informed by Jay Daley of the
Office of Student Affairs that the
limited space currently occupied
by the co-op in the rear of the
lower campus sub shop will not be
available to the organization after
the current academic year. Daley
claimed that the space had
previously been scheduled for use
by the Housing Office, and had
been occupied by the co-op until
plans could be implemented.
Problems securing permanent
operating space have plagued the
food co-op all year. Originally, the
co-op was located in a garage
behind Haley House on Hammond
Street, but moved to its present
location last October. According
to
Beecher, the move was
influenced by complaints from
local residents concerning noise
emanating from the building and
parking violations by co-op
members.
Once in the new location,
however, problems failed to
subside. The small area became
even more limited with the
introduction of mailboxes for the
use of modular residents. In
addition, hopes to share with
SAGA part of the space vacated
by the old mod store went
unrealized.

WVBC Expands Service

HO TOY

village
Chinese & American Food
Cocktails-Fast Take Out Service
tj.
TT 333-335 Harvard Street, Brookline, Ma. 566-0532

Give yourself a

In early January, Eichorn spoke
with Robert Wood, director of
buildings and grounds, who stated
that since he could not find his
copy of the work order, when
electricians were called in during
the Christmas break, no work was
done. WVBC would have to wait.

On March 16, Eichorn met

with shop superintendent Tom
Kenney, who informed him that
the work order had been found
and that the switch would be
installed by the following week.
One week later, Eichorn went to
South Street to inspect the work
and found Kirkwood's basement

locked.

the
work
was
Finally,
completed as
Mr. Eichorn
inspected the job on March 13,
and moved one of the station's
transmitters into the building.
This past Sunday, the transmitter
was connected to the electrical
system, and tested. By the end of
this week, WVBC will be servicing

South Street.

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right
20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemicalfood
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
no
reducing. You keep "full"
starvation
because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service)
cash is O.K.
to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 231,
Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

According to Pennino, repairs

will begin on the badly damaged
mod as soon as supplies are
acquired. He observed that "the
mods are really something to see
at the end of the year," while
pointing out that 114 doors had

to be replaced last year. He said
that a damageinspection will take
place sometime in late May.
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f Come one, Come all! I
For Economy and Convenience...

When in New York City, make your headquarters
Sloane House YMCA.
Sloane House is within walking distance of most city
attractions and events. Open 24 hours a day.
Features include: Wake-Up Service, Attractive Cafeteria,
Tour Information, Experimental Theatre, Folk Song Fest,
?-v Laundromat, Check Room, Public Typewriters.
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Times may change. The world.
The Church. But one thing never
changes. Our need foreachother.
The sick, the poor, the despondent are with us stii! but the Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor
try to help,»,»u
their own way
with their own gifts.
Their mission is to nurse the
needy ia their own homes. Young
and oldwithout regard to race or
religion. To care for the children
left adrift when illness comes.To
keep families together. To bring
comfort to the sick. Peace to the
aged. And to bring Christ's love
to all.
It isn't easy to be a Dominican
Sister of the Sick Poor but the
rewards are far greater than a
patient's smile. For now, this is
reward enough.
If you feel the need of a change,
and you can accept a challenge,
why not find out more about the
worx we do?
The Dominican Sisters of the Sick

Pizza of all kinds

PDsros

RA's."

IN TWO WEEKS!

BY CLIFF MULLINS
WVBC, the Boston College
radio station is in the process of
its
expanding
listenership,
according to the station's chief
engineer, Steve Eichorn. Although
the move is at present only a few
days away, it is something that
has taken over five months to
accomplish.
On November 13, 1972, Mr.
Eichorn initiated the proceedings
by submitting to the Office of
Physical Plant a work order calling
for the installation of a switch in
the basement of South Street's
Kirkwood Hall. This switch makes
possible the coupling of WVBC's
transmitter to the electrical
system of the dormitories, which
enables the station's signal to be
picked up by radios plugged into
the walls of those buildings.
Not having heard anything on
the proposed work by November
29, Eichorn sent a letter to Rev.
James Devlin, the then chairman
of the space committee, as to the
nature of the delay. Devlin's reply
was that the University waits until
a sufficient amount of work must
be done before hiring electricians.
Beecher noted the extent and
With the first semester drawing
diversity of membership as to an end, hopes turned to the
indicative of the co-op's worth to beginning of second semester for
both BC and the surrounding the installation of a transmitter.

\uXtit
25a0#

had been used as a battering ram
and the pedestal of the kitchen
table had been employed in a
similar manner.
Duffy said that theresidents of
the damaged mods had been
holding what he termed "wild
chaotic parties" all year, and "had
been spoken to many times by the

Poor offer a unique opportunity
to work in thefield before assuming any obligations. For information about the Associate Program

A variety of subs

write to:
Sister Marguerite Mitchell,

Vocation XMrector
Room 107

PIZZA

Mariandale, Ossining,

HOUSE
1920A Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle
566-6468

New York 10562

DOMINICAN SISTERS OF
THE SICK POOR. |^|

A Branch ol the YMCA ot Greater NewYork

Sloane House YMCA

356 W. 34th St., New York City 10001, (212) OX 5-5133
1490 Rooms for Men, Women & Groups
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EPC Discusses Long Range Planning, Role of EPC and Dean
(Continued from page 1)

To deal with abuses, a
Independent
on
Committee
Majors was established, consisting
of three faculty, a Dean, and one
student. The Committee's charge
is to accept and review all

IndependentMajor proposals. The
student candidate and his faculty
advisor are to meet with the
Committee to justify and clarify
any proposal. The Board is to
insure that any such program
involves the development of
methodological skills rather than
simply the accumulation of a
certain block of knowledge. It
must also insure that the courses
be selected according to a clearly
defined unifying principle.
Further, in order to secure the

£

£

"broadenyour education

r

F visit...
h DAVE WONG'S

j

departmental evaluation, the
permission of each department
involved in any such proposal
must be secured for approval. The
proposal was passed by a sixteen
to one vote.
The morning session was spent
discussing the role of the EPC and
the Dean in relation to other
University and College bodies.
Members expressed concern
that the Council of Deans had
power to act on various matters of
academic concern without the
consultation of lower bodies such
as the EPC. Members also
expressed dismay that the
Operational Policy Council was
including in a Catalogue of
University Policy a section on
academic policy which had not
been referred to appropriate
academic bodies. The Educational
Administration
Subcommittee
was charged with looking into this
matter and drawing up what the
EPC would like to see in such a

section.
Regarding the EPC itself,
members wondered what could be
done to improve the image and
communications line with the
faculty. Several suggestions were
approved such as a faculty wide
distribution of
minutes, a
preannouncement
of meeting
times and agenda, and a request
for summaries of EPC meetings to
appear in Thursday Reporter.
Members
also
questioned
whether the EPC had any sort of
police power or obligation to
guarantee that legislation passed
by that body be lived up to. It
was felt in this regard that
authority for implementation
rested with the Dean's Office.
Concern over the EPC's role in
the college led to a proposal for
the establishment of a standing
range
long
on
committee
academic planning. Member Steve
Fix suggested that with the
coming of Fr. Monan's Long

UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
New Paltz Philosophy Year
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Qualified undergraduates in Philosophy and such related

majors

as Sociology, Psychology and French literature, can earn from 30
to 34 credits taking regular courses at the University of Paris
(Sorbonne) during 1973-74. The SUNY Program Director will
help students secure suitable housing, arrange programs and assist
or arrange assistance for them in their studies throughout the
year. A three-week orientation and intensive language review will
be held at the start. September 15 to June 15. Estimated living
expenses, transportation, tuition, and fees, $2800. Additional
information may be had by writing to Price Charlson,
Department of Philosophy, FT 1000, State University College,
New Paltz, New York 12561. Telephone: (914) 257-2696.

ALSO MOUNTAIN DEW!

mcelroy

Mathematics
Modern Languages

Fine Arts
History
Management
Marketing

Communication Arts
Economics

Natural Science
Philosophy
Physics

Political Science

Psychology
Sociology
Theatre
(Accelerated courses Theology
in French, German,
& Spanish)
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(Continued from page 3)
and three of her friends were
trapped in one of the two
elevators in the building for 2Vi
hours. Firemen refused to smash
in the emergency door, and the
four girls were forced to wait until
someone finally found a way to
open the door and free them.
"It was like a party," explained
Kathy. "We didn't mind at all."
Shortly after the girls were freed,
several others were also trapped in
the same elevator, and after those
were released, it was put out of (Continued from page 1)
service. Two nights later, the Reynolds and Dr. Charles Smith
other elevator broke, leaving the were the last of a series of racial
building in the first week of use insults that we will endure.
without elevatorservice.
we
the
"Therefore,
Despite these and several other undersigned members of the
problems,
College
minor
the new Boston
community,
occupants are content with their hereby demand a reversal of these
new living quarters, and look discriminatory actions and that
forward to living out the year in the
university
uphold its
comfort and style, unmatched in commitment
toward
Black
faculty."
any other BC dormitory.

Loyola University of Chicago
Summer Sessions

Accounting
Anthropology
Business Law
Biology
Chemistry

Education

Hillside Occupation

a§

office,
at the heights
~

II O

The ambiguous and relatively
unimportant role of the Dean of
the college was another item of
vital concern to the EPC.
Members felt that over the years
the influence and power of that
office has drastically dwindled.
Members did suggest, however,
that this situation may be
changing. The Dean has been
playing an increasingly greater
role over the past year in the
over
and
supervision
the
allocation of the A&S budget.
Members hoped that this trend,
coupled with the arrival of a
permanent dean in September,
would do much to bring a
reemphasis to the role of the dean
both within the college and in the
University.

committee would be the ideal
place for this communication to
take place. Further, member John
Heineman pointed out that with
the creation of such committees
as the UAS Action Commitee on a
Common Freshman Year, it is
highly important that the EPC in

Black Forum Petition

PEPSI IN CANS;

?\u25a0?-?-?-?????????

Range
Academic
Planning some fashion have input into
Committee, it is crucial that the these deliberations to insure that
A&S EPC have significant input the interests of and the effects
into that committee's workings. upon the College of Arts and
Members felt that such a standing Sciences be considered.
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LETTERS

Rewriting History
Dear Sirs:
The editorial position expressed by The Heights in the
issue published on March 13, 1973, entitled "The Hillside
Dilemma" is so opposed to the true facts surrounding the
construction of these dormitories that it is obvious to me
that your position springs either from ignorance or a
deliberate attempt to distort and decieve (sic). In either
instance, your purpose appears to be to create controversy
and in the process to slander without foundation the
motives and reputation of a man who has devoted his entire
adult life to the service of Boston College, Father Devlin,
S.J.
The diligent gathering of facts is at the cornerstone of
responsible reporting. Your editorial opinions are worthless
without an honest attempt to ascertain the truth. The
Flatley Company, and more particularly myself as Project
Director, have been involved in every phase of this project
since its inception and are, therefore, in a unique position
to know the facts surrounding its development. Did The
Heights take the trouble to ask me or any member of The
Flatley organization what these facts were? The answer is
no.
I believe the Boston College Community and the
reputation of a man dedicated to that University deserve no
less than the truth. It is for that reason that a detailed
response to your version of the truth and accompanying
innuendos is necessary.
You are correct in stating that plans for a dormitory
complex were announced in January of 1972. That was the
beginning. From that point work started on construction
drawings and materials to be presented to the City of
Newton for the necessary approvals. These approvals were
obtained in what is record time in comparison with similar
projects presented to these authorities. Permissive use was
obtained from the Board of Aldermen on April 25, 1972.
At that point application was made for a building permit
which was granted on June 9, 1972. All of these approvals
were sought and obtained in the most expeditious manner
possible, their granting was a matter beyond the control of
either the University or The Flatley Company. It is worth
noting that up to this point Thomas Flatley had carried the
financial burden of the design, engineering and legal
expenses of the entire project for over six months at a cost
of over $200,000.00 to himself with no written contract
from Boston College nor any guarantee of recompensation.
Does this type of arrangement reflect the "attitude of
appeasement towards The Flatley Company" to which you
refer in your editorial? Again the answer is no.
A few facts on the cost of the project may be of interest.
On June 21, of 1972, well after the start of construction, a
contract was signed with Boston College to provide four
buildings with accomodations for 752 students, several
lecture halls, faculty and administrative offices, and
recreation facilities for students at a cost of approximately
$4,000,000.00. Without allocating any of the costs to other
uses, the per bed cost is roughly $5,000.00. Compare that
to the modulars for over $6,000.00 and the Town Houses
for twice that amount. The "Devlin-Flatley Entente"
sounds even better when compared to some previous
solutions to the campus housing problems, such as the
acquisition of the Town Estates which would have been
several million of dollars more costly.
You have charged that Father Devlin's illness has left
The Flatley Company responsible to no one. Again this is
not correct as construction progress and quality is
constantly monitored by an extremely competent and
demanding Clerk-of-the-Works who is responsible only to
Boston College. This man, John Gallant, has a lifetime of
experience in building construction and is eminently
qualified to monitor the construction.
You have charged that Father Devlin's office is
bottleneck of information between Boston College and The
Flatley Company. In the formative planning stages of this
project every opportunity was afforded to accomodate
suggestions of students, faculty and administrators alike
into the plans, even after the plans were complete changes
were made at the request of various administrators where it
was possible to do so. However, once a contract was signed
and a budget established, Father Devlin became a very
effective bottleneck to a myriad ofexpensive and oftentime
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frivilous requests for changes in the buildings. It is in this
role that he has exercised his responsibility in the very best
interest of Boston College and made it possible to provide
this housing at a minimum cost and in the least time
possible.
You charge that five completion dates spanning seven
months have passed. In fact, the buildings have been under
construction for only ten months or approximately 200
working days. On 37 of those days the Good Lord provided
us with rain or snow in quantities sufficient to hold up
construction. Perhaps Father Devlin should have prayed
harder for sun, he does not deserve to be condemned for
mishandling the project.
You charge that $500,000.00 has been lost, yet the
budget for the project, making allowance for the expense at
Howard Johnson's, is being exceeded by approximately
$50,000.00, or 1.2 percent of the total. What kind of
stinging indictment is that?
The only substantial cost overruns are on the other side.
Because of the delays (which would be excusable under any
building contract) The Flatley Company has at great
expense worked overtime, weekends, and even on a 24 hour
a day basis on certain mechanical aspects of the building all
without extra compensation, in order that the buildings be
completed as soon as possible and with the minimum
inconvenience to Boston College and its students. These
remarks are not being written to evoke sympathy for The
Flatley Company, but it is distressing to read of inferences
of incompetence and sweetheart deals when the net result
to The Flatley Company will be a substantial monetary
contribution to Boston College. To substantiate this
statement we are willing to open our books to any
responsible representative of Boston College.
The closing line of your editorial regarding the stinging
indictment and the necessity for a massive investigation are
appropriate, they are however misdirected. The massive
weight of mistruth, distortion and character assasination
which is evident in your paper are fit target for just such
concern. Finally your editorial attack on people of
responsibility should be treated as a compliment as it is
quite obvious that this newspaper has been on the wrong
side of any decent issue in the past three years. A free press
is the greatest safeguard for our liberty and for this reason
its responsible exercise is of great concern to all of us. It
cannot be maintained if it is allowed to be used in the
manner of The Heights of March 13, 1973 and that would
be a disaster far beyond the "Hillside Dilemma."
Sincerely yours,
THE FLATLEY COMPANY
Mark A. Donovan, Director
Real Estate Development

John the Baptist

Dear Editor,
May I commend you on your being so magnanimous in
printing an article in favor of recruiting, although I might
add that there were two articles, one commentary and one
editorial in the same issue which did not appear to highly
favor recruiting on campus.
Somewhere I read that The Heights is "the student
newspaper for the Boston College community." I am a
member of the Boston College community, but apparently
not the same one you are writing for. Perhaps the

6

community you are writing for passed away in the sixties.
I would like to remind you that crusading and personal
opinions should be restricted to the editorial page, and
unless you do this you are not journalists, but merely idle
students who have access to a typewriter.
For example, in the March 13 issue of The Heights, on
the front page there was an article by Mr. Bellon in regards
to recruiting. I do not recall seeing anything in my issue
which would indicate that this article was an editorial; it
wasn't really an editorial, though, and neither was it a news
story.

I would like to quote Mr. Bellon's article: "The
recruiters, representatives of the U.S. Marine Corps and
Navy, will be on campus to attempt to hold their spring
recruiting sessions ..." May I reprimand Mr. Bellon on his
use of the word "attempt." That, my dear editor, is a barb
which indicates Mr. Bellon's opinion and is not a fact.
In conclusion, may I humbly suggest that you seriously
consider printing forthcoming issues of The Heights on
toilet paper; not only would your paper then serve some
type of useful purpose, but it would also eventually end up
where it belongs.
A voice in the desert
James M. Coughlin '76

Class Consciousness
To the Editor:
While John McDonough provided a well-balanced review
of the "Faculty-Student Ratio" (March 6), the article does
not lay to rest one popular misconception concerning the
ratio, namely, that the F-S Ratio of a department is
equivalent to the average class size of that department's
offerings. Mr. McDonough states that a student taking a
course from a department with an 18 F-S Ratio should not
expect 18 students in the course due to variances from the
average caused by large lecture sections, small seminar
classes, and graduate courses. True, variances from averages
must always be considered. However, the 18 F-S Ratio
implies that the average the student should expect to see is,
in fact, somewhere in the neighborhood of 30, and not 18.
Basically this difference between 18 and 30 arises
because of the definition of a Full Time Equivalent
Student. The FTE Student figure i& determined by dividing
the number of credit hours awarded by a given department
by the normal full time load of a student. Thus a student
with a 15 credit program enrolled in a three credit course
contributes 3/15 = 1/5 to the FTE Student figure of that
department offering the course. Therefore an 18 F-S Ratio
for a department for a semester implies that each member
of the department teaches on the average 18 x 5 = 90
students that semester. If the average faculty teaching load
is 3 courses per semester, the resulting average class size is
in fact 30.
In general, multiplication of the F-S Ratio by 5/3 will
provide a rough estimate of average class size. Certainly,
however, Mr. McDonough's restrictions on the possible
interpretations of an "average class size" must still be
considered.
The Department of Mathematics will be offering a new
introductory course in basic Statistics next year, Mt 220.
There are no prerequisites, and the course is open to all.
Sincerely,
Paul R. Thie
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Put your body
jrvhereyour mind is

JSB

American's Waayfarer summer tours to take you away
from it all.
If you're looking forward to going away this summer,
but don't have much money, we've got summer
tours you'll be interested in and a brochure that tells
you all about them.
You can backpack in Arizona, hike or camp in Hawaii;
see the sights of New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Washington, D.C., and Honolulu; and body surf
inSan Juan or Acapulco. Some tours are three days,
and some are a week.
Tour prices include rooming, entertainment and some
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meals.Or there are special rates for hotels only. If you've
got our Waayfarer club card, you'll be able to save money
on the air fare and many other attractions. (Card valid
till your 22nd birthday.) And if you go to Los Angeles or
San Francisco and want to stay at one of our three
youth hostels, it'll be only $5 a night. And wherever you're
going we'll fly your bike out for a small charge,
For more information write for a copy of the
Waayfarer Experiences? the Waayfarer Center, American
Airlines, 633 3rd Aye., NY, N.Y.10017.
We can't give you the money to go someplace, but
we can give you someplace to go on the money you have.

Airlines
American
TbTheGood Life!
?Effective April 15th
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The goocJ Life ©

1963. Paris Music Co., Inc. Used by permission.
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\u25a0One has only to skim those old
forgotten novels and listen to
the tone of voice in which they
are written to divine that the
writer was meeting criticism; she
was saying this by wayof aggression, or that by way of conciliation. She was admitting thatshe
was "only a woman"or protesting thatshe was "as good as
a man."... .And I thought of
all the women's novels that lie
scattered, like small pock-marked
apples in an orchard, about the
secondhand bookshops in London. It was theflaw in the centre
that had rotted them.She had
altered her values in deference
to the opinion of others.)

PERFORMING, MUSIC, RENEE RUBIN

Virginia Woolf,

A Room of One's Own

?^^

READ...
Our Bodies, Our Selves: A Course by and
for Women, by the Boston Women's Health
Collective, (Simon & Schuster, $2.95

paperback).
"Knowledge is power. To get control of
your own life and your own destiny is the
first and most important task, which can
also be the effort of a whole lifetime. But
it begins with getting control of your own
life." For this reason, twelve Boston
women formulated the Boston Women's
Health Collective and from their shared
knowledge and experience published Our
Bodies, Ourselves. The book is a study by
women of women and their physical needs:
nutrition, exercise, rape, self-defense,
sexuality, birth control, and childbearing.
Its focus is on factual, unpretentious
self-help for women. Its strength is in
discussing what one should ask and expect
from one's physician. Our Bodies,
Ourselves is one step in a movement of
freedom of body for women looking for
freedom of self.

Women and Madness, Phyllis Chesler
(Doubleday & Co., $8.95).
The Women's Liberation movement has
done much to expose the insensitivity and
incompetence of the medical association in
dealing with womens' problems, but
previous to this book little had been
proclaimed concerning women's
psychiatric counseling. Chesler deals with
the over 600,000 American women who
are diagnosed as having some kind of
"mental illness." The reasons for such
help-seeking behavior as well as institutions
and therapists are explored by the author.
She argues that there is a double standard
of mental health (as in anything else)
which forces perfectly sane women who
reject the "feminine" role to seek
psychiatric help. Our culture has attempted
to create self-sacrificing, compassionately
maternal, dependent and unadventurous
individuals out of women (all negative
qualities, you realize) and if you do not
comply there is a good chance they will be
classified as "neurotic" and "psychotic."
Her thesis is well supported by interviews
with over sixty women (all former
patients) which may be in itself enough
reason to pick up Women and Madness.

"Ourfaces belong to our bodies,
Our faces belong to our lives
Our anger is changing ourfaces, our
bodies...
Our struggle is changing our lives."
All the books mentioned are available in
Right
It's
All
the Women's Center Library?McElroy
-from
To Be Woman Theatre 122. Come in and learn.

...

REACT...

WOMEN

We were all sitting
slouched around the wall
smoking, sharing the ashtray
when asked if we felt sick
or like fainting
one girl blushed
and said I do.

BY MARCIA MAGLIONE
There are few performing artists within
this university, or so I have concluded. The
two musicians-in-residence give evening
recitals sometimes, the Boston College
Chorale performs usually three or four
successful concerts each year on campus,
and once in awhile musically gifted
students and friends display their talents in
O'Connell's "Middle Earth." It's very
charming and full of atmosphere and
paneled walls. Everyone else must be
hiding somewhere only to blossom in the
spring complete with banjo and guitar on
the green.
In terms of serious classical performers I
have heard of one or two. Sometimes,
while walking down the hallway of our
Fine Arts Department (found on the
fourth floor of Lyons), cadenza's drift out
from under doorways and I stop for a
minute to wonder who the musical
phantom might be. Experience tells me I'll
never discover whose hands drift up and
down the keyboard. I fantasize that
someday, on my way homeward to the
lower campus, I stumble upon a concert
hall, born from the parking lot between the
laundromat and the Athletic Complex.
Dazed and bewildered I approach and walk
inside, cautiously, quietly, and there poised

on stage, illumined by the glow of tl
candelabra, sitting before a sleekly polishe
grand piano is my musician. The ham
slowly but confidently rise up from tl
artist's side and hesitate a moment abo
the perfect ivory. I hold my breath ar
close my eyes. It vanishes as suddenly as
had appeared, and I sigh with resignatic
and go for a swim in the chlorine instea
It's not completely hopeless, howeve
Friday, April 6 at 3 pm in the Residei
Students' Lounge, as part of tl
Springtime Festival of Women in the Art
Renee Rubin will be giving a recital. She
one of the few serious classical pianists
know of at Boston College. I find thi
interesting, quite an anomaly in this liber
arts atmosphere, so the other night I wei
to talk with her. Besides, I like to associai
with musicians, and I've heard Rene
practicing occasionally in obscure come:
of this campus and she's an accomplishe
musician. Listening to her play those time
made me realize the discipline an
dedication she possesses. Watching he
transform those black spots and lin
designs to sound she was possessed withi
the music. Her involvement is obvious i
her performance, satisfying to experience
The conversation proved pleasan
Renee was interested in my question:

jptive and warm. I found out that Ms.
bin has been a student at BC for a few
rs. She is a junior majoring in
losophy in A&S. When I asked her
iut her feelings toward this place Renee
lied that she was "comfortable, with a
pninor hassles." She said that she had
particular problems as a woman artist
c, but mentioned the usual problems
t all women at BC face: security, the
icral attitude held toward (or shall I say
inst) women which many have felt and
fj confront. Renee definitely feels the
le, Arts are not encouraged at this
iversity. "In fact," she added, "they are
en discouraged. The facilities are quite
Br for a university of this size." She
jressed the fact that there are not
)Ugh courses concerned with music. "We
{d new teachers and new courses, not
ry historical background of music. There
(enough people involved in music to fill
(V courses if they were provided."
When we discussed the great and long
pc of a permanent center concerned
|h the arts to be provided to the
mmunity at BC talk of the usual barriers
fcrged, finances in particular. Renee
hembered when former president Seavey
pee called an arts center a "priority."
here is not enough student demand for a
nter," explained Renee. "Students

we were on the news tonite
for Pat, especially
International Women's Day

should show more active interest in the
arts. Fine Arts are incredibly important in
a Liberal Arts education. Many people
here, both faculty and students have an
intense interest in the arts. This must be
encouraged and developed."
After she graduates, Ms. Rubin plans to
attend Manhattan School of Music to
attain a Master's Degree in music
performance. Renee wants to make music
her career and would like to play chamber
music in New York with friends of hers.
She has experience in performing solo with
the Bangor Symphony, accompanies the
BC Chorale and sometimes solos at their
concerts, plays chamber music with the
New England Conservatory, andhas played
in "Middle Earth" this year. Looking
forward to Friday's recital, Renee
anticipates it to be a success. With her will
be performing Susan Lehr, a cellist from
New York. Together they will perform
"Concert Pieces" by Couperin, "G Minor
Sonata for Cello and Piano" by Beethoven,
Debussy's "Sonata for Cello and Piano,"
and each will play a few short solos. I hope
to see many other music appreciators there
on Friday. Both Renee and myself would
like to see many more concerts at BC.
That's hope. Back to the point, this one
should not be missed. How often does an
opportunity like this present itself?

woman as a whole, instead
of a part of man, the inquiry is whether
she have reason or not. If she have,
which, for a moment, I will take for
granted, she was not created merely to
be the solace of man, and the sexual
should not destroy the human character.//

??Considering

Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman 1791

etry is not bacon, poetry is our 5 billion
illar garbage bill, poetry is a cast of
ousands water ballet that you expected
be a rock concert, poetry is one am and
riting this, here and in Washington and
erywhere. poetry is all of this week and
I of the weeks we have or want to have.
Ktry is walking on your hands and
ipping on your hair, poetry is women
tio used to be anonymous, and are
incing sitting down
poetry is dancing
Eting down, poetry is new movements,

didn't somebody say that before, poetry is
the sound of footsteps on late nite
cobblestone, that are only yours-and liking
it. Poetry used to be in the classroom
before we erased the blackboard. Poetry is
precisely the right amount of obnoxious.
Poetry is the fourth lane of a four lane
highway going the wrong way. Poetry is
watching, when they don't know you're
there, poetry is the silence between words,
poetry is women who finally said it so we
felt it. poetry is knowing that music is
and
an
awful
songs,
5W
sex
lot about poems that dancing is lyrics that painting is
x. poetry is cheese fondue in the winter, words with the lines extended, poetry is
id the summer, and definitely the marcia, pat, maureen, carol and pat (with
[Uinox. poetry is collective breathing, or lots of help from tim), and all of us who
eathing alone, poetry is backbone, but are writing this but aren't at the
typewriter, poetry is like dancing sitting
down, poetry is a goof, poetry is what we
"It is not easy to work with one foot
actually meant all this time, poetry is a
in the movement and one in the
woman trying to find her own voice so she
I was writing before I knew
media
can sing.
much about feminism, but I didn't start
to get proud and tough and defensive
Most women artists have not written
about my work?in other words, to
bestsellers, are not considered
identify with it and make it my
exceptional artisans and have not
life?until I began to gather those same
marked careers in literary history by
strengths in regard to being a woman."
resorting to pseudonyms or walking into
Laura Shapiro
a river.
Real Paper Staff
Women artists are visiting BC this
(appearing on a panel
week
some put this page
during
together...
at Newton College
marcia, pat, maureen, pat, carol
"Women in the Arts Week")

.. .
...

I remember the blond
coming out of the elevator
her hair
her make-up soft
laughing at
the black dude who kept his gloves
on for four hours.

...

And Cynthia who became a hand
and voice telling me
torelax my hips
that my heart was beating double-time
to breathe through my mouth for a while
and who saw what must have been
my very real face.

.. .

Jane Tavarelli
Jane Tavarelli is a participant in the Wednesday eveningprogram
Newton College.

of Women's Week at

We'll never make the
marriage meathook will we,
baby?
Just a bit too young we are
for us it's been the
hints the
sneers the
hands before we
know.
No real
whips no
screams that went un
answeredno
labor on some grimy kitchen floor we're
coming are you
coming did you
come?
We're young enough to
dance with them to
read and still to
smile enough to
hope that if we
leaflet to the bunny that she'll
know and live like us with
just the gentle
now the gentle
always gentle
beaten men
For now
we'll sit to drink to
say the words to
write the poems,
a sentence with no commas
another
with no nouns
the women
with the stretch marks
look
We say:
politics is bone
and poetry
the backbone
yadi, yadi, yadi
(if you're dancing
always shout
never scream)

...

. ..

maureen dezell
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ars

antpiqruovthessdy rip
BMIRYTALILA
Can modern listeners enjoy the

PACIFICOA

unfamiliar and different sound of
medieval and Renaissance music?
If the performance of the Ars
Antigua dc Paris to a capacity
crowd at the Resident Student
Lounge of McElroy Commons is
any guide, the answer would have
to be affirmative. This group
simply presented the music as it
is, without academic explanations
or justifications; the audience
enjoyed the sound.
Perhaps the very nature of
medieval and Renaissance music
helped to create an informal
atmosphere of rapport. Unlike
later styles, early music is meant
to be performed by a small and
spontaneous ensemble of singers
and players; the manuscripts give
only the melodic lines, leaving
problems of instrumentation and
ornamentation to the taste of the
performers. Beyond the flexibility
of the raw material, there was the
free spirit of the performers. I
remember especially one 13th
century dance in which the
members of the group not playing
the melody used their violas dc
gamba as supporting hand-drums.
By showing such unforced
attitudes to their material, the
group encouraged the audience
also to feel an active part of the
experience.
After a small seating problem,
which resulted from crowd
volume, the concert began with an
introduction of the group. They
were Mireille Reculard, a violinist
and cellist; her husband Jean, who
plays the same instruments;
Joseph Sage, a countertenor with
a natural voice range of three
octaves; Guy Robert, very highly
renowned lutist; and Michel
Sanvoisin, musicologist and top
flutist.
While all the performers had a
large part to play in the successful
evening, countertenor Joseph Sage
was certainly the star of the show.
It should be explained that
countertenor is a unique type of
male voice which, without
falsetto, can cover a range of
extraordinary size. Since most
medieval and Renaissance music is
written within a melodic range of
not more than an octave or so,
Sage had little chance for the
types of virtuoso performances
common in opera; but by varying
his range from one song to the
next, and occasionally jumping
between octaves in singing one
piece, he used his talents very
well.
Perhaps Sage's voice was
somewhat more adroit than the
introduction that another member
of the group chose to give him.
This person explained the special
nature of Sage's voice, which was
quite proper, since it is
mysterious-appearing terms such
as "countertenor" which can
frighten people off from enjoying
the substance of early music. He
also explained the difference
between countertenor and a
castrato voice, a legitimate

my own provincial reaction, at
most marginally relevant to the
event.

FOUR CENTURIES
IN TWO HOURS
The music began with eight
compositions from the 12th and
13th centuries which could be
divided into two categories:
troubadour and trouvere songs
(the terms for such secular artists
in Southern and Northern France,
respectively), and ars antigua, the
more formal and complex
many-voiced music of the same
time. Incidentally, the term ars

antigua (from which the group melody, and chop it up into
gets its name) means "ancient repeated and powerful patterns in

art," and was coined by the

forward-looking "modern"
theorists of the 14th century.
In troubadour and trouvere
song there is only an
unaccompanied melody, and
stress is upon solo singing and
expression of the words. Perhaps
countertenor Sage's most
beautiful moment was his singing
without accompaniment of a
"shepherd's song"; never before
had I realized how much beauty
there could be in a pure melody.
This loveliness was enhanced by
the rapturous flow of melody
called "melismatic" (many notes
to one syllable). Paradoxically,
the ornate troubadour melodies
may well have been influenced by
Arab music, just at the time when
Arabic people were being
massacred (along with Jews,
\u25a0"heretics," and others) in the
Crusades. After a century's
flowering, the rhapsodic
troubadour art, along with most
of the culture of Provence and the
surrounding regions, perished in a
series of crusades ordered by Pope
Innocent 111 to combat heresy in
the early 13th century.
However, the more structured
trouvere art of the north
flourished through the 13th
century, and merged with the
styles of polyphony (many-voiced
music) being developed for sacred
music. From this mixture came
the unique mixture of sacred and
secular elements called the motet.
The first piece of the evening
was an excellent example. To
compose a motet, you begin with
a slice of Gregorian Chant
LO 6-9021

LO 6-0895

northern Europe, changing
religion when necessary. Singer
Sage joined Robert in an art song
by Dowland, who in his simplified
accompaniments, clear harmonies,
and stress on the words,
anticipated the arias of the
coming Baroque period.
The last section' of the
programme was a selection of
"courtly airs" from the late 16th
and early 17th century. In these
songs there is a moving from
complex counterpoint to solo
song with accompaniment, and
from interest in flowing and
indefinite melodies to exploration
of classic rhythms.
This music curiously combined
the most refined and most bawdy
elements of French life under
Henry IV and Louis XIII. Around
1570, a group of classically
inclined Renaissance people
formed an "Academy" to revive
Greek and Latin meters in French
song, just as the other arts had
turned to classic examples for
"rebirth." The results of these
experiments filtered into the
styles of other French musicians.
However, there are no rules
which prohibit using a metrical
style created by classical scholars
to set any type of text desired. As
Aldous Huxley observes in The
Devils of Loudon, "Henry IV was
very partial to dirty songs, and his
courtiers and servants knew large
numbers of them, which they
were forever singing as they went
about their business in the
palace." The contemporary
composers were only too happy
to combine classical "measured
verse" rhythm and risque poems.
No .wone without either a
knowledge of French or the
benefit of having heard the songs
before with access to record-sleeve
translations could have realized
the meaning of what they were
hearing. One song, Un Satyre
Cornu, tells of a "rather
clumsy/horned satyr" whose
advances are victoriously resisted
by a young woman.
After the last piece, the
performers left the stage to great
applause, and returned twice for
encores. All seemed very happy.

annual Public

Chinese Restaurant
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT LUNCHEON & DINNERS
SPECIALS DAILY
250 Harvard Street
Brookline, Mass.

-

Mym J

Don't miss the spectacular sale on books, catalogues,
prints, posters, frames, greeting cards, and other
merchandise.

Y.

However, this
introducer also felt obliged to
add, as if in defensive

clarification.

justification, that Sage was not
only not a castrato, but was
married and had a child.
At this point I almost wanted
to ask directly, "What if he were
not married and had no children,
would his art be any less beautiful
and valid to us?" Of course, this is

who served both Catholic and
Protestant patrons throughout

1500, and a more thick and
serious madrigal-like music
triple time (aside from believing influenced by the dark and more
that triple time symbolized the unstructured type of counterpoint
perfection of the Trinity, the which grew from the Flemish
13th century enjoyed swinging region and dominated the 16th
rhythms). Then add two other century.
voices singing French texts,
In the first song, there is a type
usually about courtly love. It is
something like taking the Boston of catchy and clearly phrased
College Alma Mater, chopping it melody, accompanied by simple
up into a sort of ground bass, and chords from the instruments. We
adding two Italian melodies above can imagine it as an outgrowth of
it, one with a text against military folk music. But the more formal
recruiting, and the other a text style is based not on clear melody
demanding day care facilities. By with chordal accompaniment, but
using contrasting instruments to on a never-ending flow of
bring out the different melodiesin overlapping and equally important
counterpoint, and by using bells melodic lines, something like the
to emphasize the all-important sound we associate with the
lowest part which creates the religious music of Palestrina (or
rhythmic basis for all the voices, with Simon and Garfunkel's
the ensemble did an excellent job. Benedictus). To bring out the
In general, the medieval contrasting patterns, the group
repetoire presents the most used loud instruments for the
challenging problems of simple songs, but more mellow
interpretation for any group. For instruments such as the viola for
example, no one knows for sure the more serious later style, in
whether or not solo melodies were which all melodies are basically
generally accompanied by lyric and vocal.
improvised instrumentallines. But
After an intermission, we
the Ars Antigua dc Paris solved returned to the music of
the problem by flexibility. Elizabethan England, which as
Sometimes solo songs were much as the writings of
unaccompanied, sometimes Shakespeare marks a high point in
supported by a simple string English culture. Somehow the
drone, and sometimes joined by a English managed to assimilate the
spontaneous ensemble complex
Continental art of
counterpoint. The choices always counterpoint
without losing a
satisfied me.
certain lively quality in the music.
Next followed a selection of Guy Robert, the lutist,
had his
Spanish Renaissance songs, music shining
moment in the
which must have delighted both performance of a fantasy by John
Columbus and Torquemada. The Dowland, a cosmopolitan lutist
mood varied between a lively style
of solo song with supporting
"Have you read Nala-Damayanti Drawings?"
instrumental lines, popular around
"Not yet, but I can hardly wait!"
"It's on sale at half price at the Museum of Fine Arts

DRAGON GATE

Carolyn
I
I "MAGNIFICENT MIND BLOWING PLAY"Boston
Phoenix \u25a0
day

student Discount ($l.OO off) with I.D.
\u25a0 Student Rush (half hoar before curtain $3.50 with I.D.)|

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE

176 WARRENTON

STREET, BOSTON

423-1767 I
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Museum of Fine Arts
Annual Book Sale
All Items Half-Price
April 10-10a.m.-8:30 p.m.
April 11 -10 am.-4:30 p.m.
Museum Admission ($1) refunded with
purchase of $2.50 or more.
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pete's
BY J. PHINEAS PIJEWSKI
If you ever intend to transact a
major

phynancial

in

coup

Boston's business district, you
should certainly take keen notice
of at least one of the numerous
bars in the area that have so

consistently satisfied the urgent
needs of the most demanding
phynancial wizards. This is, of
course, in keeping with the
expertise provided by my
phynancial advisor, Orin G.
Osgood, a one-time barrister of
long standing with an instinctive
knack for handling only the
highly profitable lawsuit, who is
constantly counseling me on
matters pertaining to my physcal
health. "A drink in the hand," he
has stated on numerous occasions,
"Is money in the bank."
In my opinion the most
suitable bar to reward yourself for
a particularly brilliant display of
phynancial showmanship is at
Pete's, a four-star bar coming and
going, located at 82 Broad Street.
Its many satisfied customers from
all accounts throughout the
world attest to Pete's quality. It is
therefore only appropriate that
this most respectable firm be
located on the ground floor of an
office building. As many, if not
more, transactions are completed
in Pete's than on the floor of the
stock exchange on Wall Street
despite the fact that the exchange
has over four hundred seats
whereas Pete's can only
accomodate about a hundred and
fifty.
In keeping with Pete's office
building location, the atmosphere

.

is professional, but not in a stuffy
or rigid manner; rather, it is
informal with a sufficiency of
lighting and possesses an
unassumingly plain decor that is
accented by red-checkered table

cloths in the comfortable booths.
The clientele of this concern is
mainly composed of men from
the professional vocations, but on
occasion a petty bureaucrat has
been known to wander inside and
observe in awe the swift efficiency
of the bartenders and waitresses.
Despite all the bar's admirable
qualities, Pete's does possess one

failing, but as drinking is a good
man's failing, and as we are all
good men, we should exhibit our
Christian charity to the hilt and
overlook this slight violation of
the code for barroom ethics. This
failing to which I refer is the
absence of beer on tap. I realize
that it takes much effort to Michelob (both for 65 cents), and
overlook such a shortcoming, but also the revered Lowenbrau with a
if you look deeper into Pete's few other imported notables (for
character, past their lack of a tap, 90 cents). However, despite the
I assure you that you will discover quality of the bottled beer
a truly wonderful bar that holdings, Pete's strength has been
possesses everything a good man poured into its bullish outlook on
in his modest dreams could ever mixed drinks. At $1.00-1.35 they
desire.
may seem excessive, but each
To compensate for the drink is graced with an astounding
deficiency of draught beer, Pete's quantity of alcohol, much more in
has compiled a select and fact than other liquid compounds
admirable list of the best domestic at higherrates.
The rich dividendsreaped from
beers, ostensibly Miller's and
your initial investment will
astonish you, two drinks will
*.
firmly establish you on the road
to physcal responsibility, three
-CHINESE AND POLYNESIAN RESTAURANT
drinks will increase your stock
by a large margin, and, four
worth
POPULARLY PRICED
JL
will most certainly place you in
Good Foods Beautiful Place to Dine

NEW FAR EAST

Make jogging
tun and easy.

tj£

Economic Combination Dinners
Luncheon Specials $1 upuntil 3 p.m.
Take Out Orders
354 Chestnut Hill Aye.
Brighton (at Cleveland Circle) 566-3298

Jogging with a friend is a /un
way to exercise, and keeping

in shape always seems easier
with good company
mmmit
along. So you don't
Hjjjfl
want to give up even
yiUiUa
one day's run, and
certainly not several days due
to your period.
That's why you should
depend on the protection of
Tampax tampons. Because
they're worn internally, you'll
ieelcompletely comfortable.
When the tampon is properly
in place, you won't even know
it's there. And you'll be free
to keep up with your jogging.
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SUMMER SESSION I: MAY 29 TO JUNE 30
SUMMER SESSION II: JULY9TO AUGUST 10
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Courses in Anthro, Art, Bio, Business, Chem, Dance,
Earth Sciences, Eco, Education, English, Languages,
History, Math, Film, Music, Philosophy, Phys. Ed,
Physics, Political Studies, Psych, Religion, Soc,
Speech, Social Work and Nursing are particularly
popular at Adelphi during the summer. And there's
a busy campus social life during both Sessions.
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Adelphi offers more ways to accomplish more this summer.

Q.
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You can register entirely by mail.
Writefor Summer Session Registration materialsto:
8 Room 103, Levermore Hall,
Adelphi University, Garden City, L. 1., N. Y. 11530,'
or call direct to Summer Session Office, 516-294-8700, Ext. 7261
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I MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPORATED,PALMER.
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For undergraduatesfrom Nassau, Suffolk, Brooklyn,
Queens, and Manhattan, Adelphi University's Early
Summer Sessions mean a productive summer combined
with more than a month-long vacation. As a visiting
student, you can earn up to 12 credits and still
have time for the beach and travel.
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yOU wan t to go

The Internal protection more women trust

NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN

employment security, and these
two all-important aspects of
everyone's life can be best
accomplished at Pete's.

ROS6fVBd ? !?r you this summer

Active lives demandreliable
internal sanitary protection.
So is it any wonder that more
women in more countries
around the world turn to
Tampax tampons?
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contention for a vice-presidency
at any brokerage house in Boston,
and in these days of low
employment security you owe it
to yourself and your family to
seek not only phynancial, but also

Caught in the Middle With You
Pictured above are Martin Mull with the winner(s)
ol the "Win a Dream Date With Martin Mull" Contest which took place in Cleveland some weeks ago. George Garrity thought it up, natch, and the winning card
was from this trio of sisters,which left Marty with three dates for the price of one.
How lucky can one popstar be?
?

Special Summer Course
for College Women

\u25a0

communications I
skills 73.
II
An extensive 8 week course in BOSTON to prepare
Liberal Arts Majors for important positions in busi-1
ness and industry, the professions, and govM
ernment services. Limited enrollment.
Call (617) 536-6789 or send coupon for
full details

Biyant&Sdatton
867 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts
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MAHAVISHU/BLAZING BUDDAH BRINGS BACK BOP
keyboards followed by the
exploding rendezvous with
McLaughlin's guitar. Things tone
down again midway through the
piece with a delicate duetbetween
Hammer and Goodman who
softly plucks his violin.
Hammer's burning Moog work
is introduced on the following
number, "Celestial Terrestrial
Commuters," and its lightning
pace isn't slackened until the
appearance of the 21-second
BY MIKE IANZITO
"Sapphire Bullets of Pure Love,"
Mahavishnu John a dab of Galactic madness from
McLaughlin?whichever way you the band.
observe him, on record or in
Reminiscent of"A Lotus on
concert, it's a devastating Irish Streams" from the first
experience. I had the good album, "Thousand Island Park" is
fortune of doing both a couple of a rather quiet one featuring
weeks ago by listening to his latest acoustical guitar combined with
album, Birds of Fire (Columbia skillful keyboards.
XC 31996) as well as taking in the
"Hope" is the final cut on this
second set of his recent Boston
side
and is made up of one of
appearance at the Orpheum.
The music created by those climbing McLaughlin
McLaughlin and his Mahavishnu progressions which are often
Orchestra is a bit difficult to employed in his work. The piece
describe, although I suppose one keeps ascending, seeming to come
would be safe by calling it close, but never reaching its peak
"jazz-rock." Everything which as it fades out.
The second side consists of
they put together is, to say the
least, innovative and constantly more Mahavishnu brilliance.
intense. This band of Jan Hammer "Sanctuary" is a somewhat
on keyboards, Jerry Goodman on mellow number containing
violin, Rick Laird on bass, and somber violin backed by the sizzle
Billy Cobham on drums is one of of cymbals. Licks of flame from
the tightest around. So tight in McLaughlin's guitar beautifully
fact, that many times they come join in as the song progresses.
"Open Country Joy" soon
off sounding, as I recall someone
describing them, like a single changes the mood to one of
light-heartedness with its cheerful
instrument.
Their Birds of Fire disc is a introduction of keyboards and
continuation of this style set by violin, then blasts into the
their first album, The Inner Orchestra's rocking style. Searing
Mounting Flame. The album is licks from all the instruments are
opened ala Selznick International exchanged for a while until the
with the resounding bang of a peaceful melody of the intro once
gong, which continues through again breaks in, bringing the song
the beginning of the title cut. to a close with calming notes of
"Birds of Fire" shows us right off joy.
that the Mahavishnu hasn't lost
"Resolution" is another one of
anything* between the gap of his those numbers which creates the
two Columbia LP's. Rapid-fire sensation of climbing higher and
guitar work highlights this number higher through the steady rhythm
and receives splendid backing of drums and all.
The major portion of side two
from the amazing rhythms
is made up of "One Word," a
produced by Cobham.
A Miles Davis composition, blazing Mahavishnu arrangement
"Miles Beyond," starts off with a where everyone gets his licks in. A
quiet intro by Hammer's roll from Cobham introduces the

song and signals for the whirlwind
of instruments to commence.
Laird's rapid bass lines start off
the barrage of solos and lead into
the piercing keyboards of
Hammer. By the end of the
number, the whole thing has
exploded into a dazzling display
of pyrotechnics.
Cobham lays down a gusty solo
in the latter cut, however, this one
isn't nearly as complex as those
which I saw him dish out in

concert. Cobham was really sharp
Sunday night and his percussion
was the backbone of the whole
performance. Just watching him
play was astonishing?he was
whirling around all eveningreeling
out riff after riff. Doused in the
crimson spotlights of the
Orpheum Theatre and perched
behind his enormous crystal set of
Fibes, the perspiring drummer
presented an almost Satanic sight.
The effect was heightened each
time he wheeled around to deliver
a crashing blow to the immense
bronze gong positioned behind

him.

The quintet performed for
almost two hours in a set that
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seemed perfect, despite the fact
that McLaughlin felt after the
show that the music hadn't

flowed that smoothly. Everyone
really been cooking,
especially Cobham and Hammer,
whose combined rim and
synthesizer shots at times
transformed the stage into an
electric battlefield.
As for the Mahavishnu?well,
the slender man brandishing that
double-necked monster simply led
the band with his usual brilliance,
showing that on vinyl or onstage,
John McLaughlin and the
Mahavishnu Orchestra are always
"Birds of Fire winging the
Infinite ..."

had
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ONCE, A DRAGON CHALLENGED
A KNIGHT TO A GAME OF QUOITS,
FOR THE WAGER OF 3 CANS OF
SCHAEFER BEERE...

With a shovel. At an archaeo-

logical site. On a new EL AL College Vacation.
There is more in Israel that's
exciting, surprising and profoundly
moving than you can begin to

imagine.

You'll dig sunny, swinging,
fascinating Israel.
Go to the Negev.
Scale Massada.
Explore Jerusalem.
See 4 seas. Tan at
/?
Sea
Tiberias on the
of
\
Galilee.

Fraternize at an oasis on the
Dead Sea.
Poke through our Roman past
(Mediterranean Sea).
Caesarea
at
Beach-hop. Bible-hop. Live.
Learn. Enjoy.
You can renew yourself and
wear yourself out.
You can fly to Israel for $381)*

(from New York) and

)

JOM

boJaSwsT?

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago

Cleveland

QUICKLY INTO THE LEAD, AND

AGREED TO DOUBLE THE BET...

/

feurKter3o airline

way

>?

,

nome

we'll give you one European stop-over free.
Add $57* during June,
August deJ

.... .563-8011

522-3535
Detroit
557-5737
Philadelphia
685-4321
Houston
227-7201
Pittsburgh
267-9220
Los Angeles
553-5555
San Francisco
236-3745
MiamiBeach
St. Louis
532-5441
621-6607
New York
.751-7500
Washington, D.C.
Check your local yellow pages for direct lines from other cities.

...

?Based on 1972 fare level. It is

WHENCE THE KNIGHT FORGETHE

1

(

on

471-4433
986-4313
862-2100
.296-5440

anticipated that as a result of monetary fluctuation,

BUT ALAS, WHEN VICTORIE WAS

ALMOST HIS, BAD LUCK FALLETH
UPON HIM, AND HE LOST ALL
HIS BEERE TO THE DRAGON...

Schaefer Breweries,

PROVING THAT SOME GUYS

JUST DON'T KNOW HOW TO
QUOIT WHEN THEY'RE AHEAD.

New York, N.Y., Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa.
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SPORTS SCOPE
Ah, Spring is here! A time
when we shed our ice skates and
don our sneakers?ostensibly to
play street hockey (I've been in
Boston too long). At any rate,
shortly a new season will begin
at Shea Field, at the Athletic
Complex and at Alumni, as
baseball, track, tennis, lacrosse
and golf get underway on the
Heights.
Between now and next
Tuesday, all five sports will have
made their Massachusetts debut.
The schedules:

and Captain Ted Bassett
Thursday, the sth,
Springfield
Saturday, the 7th,
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Alumni.

.

Varsity Baseball: Coach Eddie
Pellagrini and Captain Steve
Manfredi
Tuesday, the 3rd, at M.I.T.
(today)
Saturday, the 7th, Tufts at
Shea Field
Tuesday, the 10th, at Harvard
Sub-Varsity Baseball: Coach Bill

Cunis

Saturday, the 7th, at Tufts.

Magazine

PINKXHABUS
s

at

Recplex.
Lacrosse: Coach Gene Uchacz
and Co-captains Bob Collier and

?

S

at

Connecticut
Spring Track: Coach Bill Gilligan
and Captain Charles Diehl
Tuesday, the 10th, BU at the

k

i

Pete Politi
Saturday, the 7th, at
Connecticut
Monday, the 9th, Brandeis at

Golf: Coach Ed Carroll and
Captain Frank Ix
Tuesday, the 10th, Harvard
and Williams.
Tennis: Coach Mike MacDonald

<1

"Gallo's Pink Chablis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in a blind
tasting among a
panel of wine-industry
executives
;
'n Los Angeles."
-

Time Magazine. November 27. 1972 page 81.

Guest: George Nadel

?Basketball's Basement?
The Frankies have fallen; the 'Basement' has been painted red?Big
Red. After six weeks as the nation's anchor, St. Francis (Pa.) startled
even themselves by handling Detroit with ease, 84-70. That win opened
the door for Cornell. Ranked No. 4 pre-season, The Ivy Leaguers won
two of their first three games, dropped to 18th and appeared to be
climbing out of their 'Basement' flat. A sharp U-turn (16 straight losses)
allowed the Big Red to pass everyone in sight and claim season-ending
No. 1 with honors.
In mid-December Cornell's chances seemed highly remote.
Appalachian State, second at season's end, had opened substantial
daylight between themselves, and then No. 2 Vermont following an
opening 77-point loss to North Carolina State and a 99-58 whipping by
Virginia Tech. In late November few realized just how good the
Wolfpack was and even fewer expected the Gobblers to go 18-5 and
accept an NIT bid. Mid-season Mountaineer improvement dropped
Appalachian to fourth and opened up the race for Rock Bottom. St.
Francis winds up third, just ahead of VMI, a loser to Morris Harvey.
Finishing fifth was TCU, which won at a 16%clip.
'You're never a loser, unless you don't play.'?that's the attitude of
Northwestern Captain Mark Sibley. Each of his three varsity seasons has
ended in a last-place Big Ten finish. Earlier this season the Wildcats
(4-20) were in the 'Basement,' once as close to the lower echelon as
14th. Sibley's final game was against powerful Minnesota. The Gophers
needed a victory to repeat as conference champions and came to
Evanston planning on a cakewalk. As expected it wasn't close. Sibley
went a career-high 36 points, the Wildcats jumped to a 20-6 lead on
their way to a 79-74 upset win and Minnesota was denied a trip to the
NCAA tournament.
Northwestern Coach Brad Snyder is a sure bet to mention the
undoing of Minnesota on the recruiting trail. It's there that coaches will
win and lose for the next few months.

***
FINAL WORST TEN
Team
Record
6. Dartmouth
6-20
1. Cornell
4-22
2. Appalachian State
6-20
7. Vermont
9-15
3. St. Francis (Pa.)
8.
Rice
7-19
5-21
Hampshire
4. VMI
9. New
8-16
7-19
10. Washington State
5. TCU
4-21
6-20
11. Columbia 12. Xavier (O.) 13. Northern Arizona 14. Gonzaga 15.
Idaho 16. Auburn 17. Richmond 18. The Citadel 19. Vale 20. Kansas
SPECIAL CITATION: The anonymous AP pollster who included St.
Francis (Pa.) along with UCLA and North Carolina State among the
nation's top ten teams.
'BASEMENT' COACH OF THE YEAR: Georgetown (D.C.) Coach
John Thompson, who brought last season's dungeon-dweller to an
11-14 record in his first year as the Hoya headman.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: Indiana Coach Bob Knight on a quiet
home crowd which sat in on a 57-55 win over Wisconsin: "I think it is a
shame that 15,000 people can sit. there on their dead rear ends and a
coach has to get somebody to cheer."

More than a Rose.
SPIRITS LTD. INC.
1585 COMM. AYE.
BRIGHTON, MASS.
PINK CHABLIS of CALIFORNIA Callo Vineyards,Modesto. California.
?\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0^\u25a0?^\u25a0^^\u25a0^B"^Bl^>^«i>l>*>>^i>>>^i>^i>>>? MaHaaMMna
ßa

.
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Corner of Comm. and Wash. St.
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BC Team Sets Sail
BY RAY JULIAN
team on a shoe string, that is.
How do you finance a varsity Along with co-captains Cliff
team which makes it a speciality MacDonald and John Murphey
to upset nationally-ranked teams and Coach Wally Feldman,
in a sport; which pulls most of its O'Hayer is proving the point that
national champions for New you don't have to be big to win
England? Got an answer? No, you big.
Actually O'Hayer is the
don't need a full time coach, a
scouting and recruiting Commodore of the Boston
organization, or even a budget. College Yacht Club, which
How? If you ask Joe O'Hayer of sponsors the BC sailing teams-a
the BC Sailing Team, he'll tell you varsity team, a freshman team,
that he's not quite sure but that and a women's team. All three
he's doing it. running a varsity teams compete closely with the

..

Some More Irritation
Dear Len:
About your "Justice Revisited" article in the March 13 Heights, I
agree with you strongly that it's nice to see people like Driesell, Lewis
and Musselman bite the dust. It's sort of like when I was a kid and used
to watch every Yankee game in the hope that they would lose and
make my day.
Just one thing. Musselman's Minnesota team is the Gophers, not the
Wolverines. I say that not so much because I care about the accuracy,
but as an alumnus of the U. of Michigan (Wolverines) who watched
Cazzie Russell in his greatest collegiate days, it hurts to know that the
real Wolverines are nowhere near the title race, although they have two
of the better ball players in the nation in Campy Russell and Henry
Wilmore (you remember what they did to us in Madison Square
Garden). As for gripes against coaches, no one would ever accuse the
Wolverines' John Orr of being anything less than a perfect gentleman.
Unfortunately, no one would ever accuse him of being anything more
than a perfect incompetent either. (Defensive philosophy: "If it's not
too much trouble, try to keep the other guys' score down." Offensive
philosophy: "Dribble, shoot-or something like that.")
So here's to Musselman for one brand of irritation and Orr for
another?and don't forget Jim Harding who just left the U. of Detroit.
Softhearted Jim came there with visions of leading Spencer Haywood
and Co. to a national championship. Unfortunately, Haywood left to
play pro ball. Harding decided that only "hard work" would replace
him, with the result that half his own team quit while the others went
on strike claiming mental and physical cruelty.
Let's hope for better things next year from our Terriers
(er-sorry)
Eagles.

.. .

New England powerhouses
and win. Except for four salty life
jackets, the BCYC has no other
equipment to its name. The only
other assets that caa be claimed
are dedication, love of the sea and
a lot of talent. Because BC does
not have a boathouse as most'
competing schools do, it has no
home waters, and sets sail from
the MIT docks on the Charles
River. There is always talk of
acquiring the MDC reservoir or of
taking over the Boston Naval
Shipyard in Charlestown, but for
now, the Team has no boats, gear,
staff or m° ney- Ah, that magic
word. When asked who paid for
expenese, O'Hayer said that the
BCAA pays for NEISA dues and
event entry fees. All other
operating expenses are paid by the
sailors themselves
lunch, gas,
and their own equipment.
But this year's Varsity team
promises to be the strongest yet
to sail under the BC burgee. The
freshman team features ace sailors
Mike Carpenter and Steve
Tympany and the women's team
boasts the sailing talents of Midge
Wilcke. The Varsity team draws

.. .

.

Welcome 18 Year Olds

SERVICE LIQUOR
beer
fine wines
munchies
cheese

1700
Comm.
(phone:
or
232-3733

Aye.

566-8096)

Free Deliveries

as team captain, was
expected to pick up some
regattas. The varsity team sails freshmen at McElroy for a regatta
every weekend at various hosting at the MIT Sailing Pavilion. The
schools, such as MIT, Tufts, freshmen showed up but
Harvard, or Coast Guard. The MacDonald was lying in bed with
freshmen and co-eds sail their the biggest hangover of his life.
regattas on Sunday morning, and Needless to say, MacDonald didn't
after a rough Saturday night that make it and the stranded crew was
can be taxing on any varsity forced to take a cab. In fact
hopeful. I'm reminded of a regatta MacDonald was so sick that he
last year in which Cliff was still hurting the next day.
Well, so much for sea yards.

from the others as both freshmen
and women can sail in all varsity

MacDonald,

Rip off

.
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j STUDENT-RAILPASS

The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

Student-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

Sincerely,

Edward Krupat, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
My thanks to Professor Krupat for pointing out my poor proofreading,
it does my heart great things to see basketball involvement on the part
of more people at BC. He must admit, though, that my error was a
great leadfor his letter..
DeLuca

Fine fleet's first flank fears freezing, folks finish f eistily (foto for free).
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Eurailpass, Box 90, Bohemia, New York 11716
Please send me your free Student-Railpass folder order
form. \u25a1
Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. Q
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So you plan to spend the
and very comfortable. They have to
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
be. So you'll meetusonourtrains. It
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you over there, the
But there's one catch. You
second gives you unlimited Second must buy your Student-Railpass in
Class rail travel for two months for a North America before you go.
modest $1.50 in Austria, Belgium,
They're not on sale in Europe
Denmark, France, Germany,
because they are meant strictly for
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
visitors to Europe?hence the
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
incredibly low price. Of course if
and Switzerland! All you need to
you're loaded you can buy a regular
qualify is to be a full-time student up Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
to 25 years of age, registered at a
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
North American school, college or
that's what you want.
university.
Either way if you're going
And the trains of Europe are to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
towns and ports all over Europe. The can't hurt and it'll get you a better
trains are fast (some over 100 mph), time in Europe than you ever thought
frequent, modern, clean, convenient possible.
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Uchacz, Improved Lacrosse Team Hoping Trends Continue
BY EDDIE WEEDON
Most teams hope they receive a
"Most Improved" trophy only
once. When you reach a level of
respectability, you like to stay
there, in which case you usually
don't qualify for such awards in

the future. Even winning the
honor just once can evoke a few
tears along with the smiles.
Somehow you were hoping no
one had noticed how bad you
used to be.
Before I lose everybody, the

Roses for Olga

at

party in question is the BC mark of BC's first varsity lacrosse
Lacrosse Team, last year's Most team, followed by the 1971
Improved Team in New England. squad's 4-5 season.
Last year's award-winningteam
Progress can be measured in many
with
away
happier
ways, but the won-loss record is came
Not
was
only
thus
memories.
their
7-4
visible,
usual,
most
means
the
of appraisal. 2-8 was the lowly record a big improvement, but
Coach Gene Uchacz no longer had
nightmares about his troops being
ambushed by 14-1 or 15-4 scores.
The arrival of the offense was
the spark igniting last year's
fears. They extend their legs high success. Thanks to Ray Rippman's
into the air from handstands on nation-leading 51 scores, BC
the parallel bars and the rings. elevated its season goal output
Despite the very different skills record from 67 to 128.
there is much similarity in the use
Rippman has graduated, but
of space and the sensation of junior Jim (Hot Dog) Sullivan
flight in both the men's and remains. After scoring 31 goals his
women's events.
rookie year, Sully followed with
The Russian Women's team, 27 more last season, giving him
especially Olga Korbut has the BC career scoring record. The
brought world wide attention and attackman also showed he could
interest to Women's Gymnastics. pass by amassing 19 assists after
In recognition of this contribution just five in 1971. More of the
championship same seems probable this season,
and
her
Olga
Korbut as Sullivan shocked enemy
performances,
received the Woman Athlete of goaltenders 12 times in BC's first
the Year Award. This award is four games this year.
Before the Eagles ventured a
given each year in memory of
Babes Derdrikson, a woman few latitudinal degrees south for
athlete of the 1940's who excelled four games during March vacation,
in track, golf and every sport she Coach Uchacz was reluctant to
attempted. Her husband George predict any great success for this
Zaharias, a former Olympic year's team. "The other teams will
wrestler, presented the award to now be looking at us, rather than
he
Olga Korbut. As her fans cheered beyond us,"
admitted.
the American Men's Team gave Inexperience is also a factor.
roses to each member of the Eleven freshmen are on the roster,
Russian Women's Team and and four of the front six on the

the Garden

to witness a gymnastics event in
North America.
The audience gets its first
under the spotlight six strong men glimpse of the amazing show to
and six graceful women raise the come as the men and women
crowd to their feet. Here are the warmup. Those members of the
Russian women, members of the audience who are familiar with
USSR's Olympic Gymnastics the sport comment and compare.
Team. Performing with them ary The high school sophomore who
the men of the Southern is just learning an advanced stunt
College and the coach who knows the
Connecticut
State
gymnastics team.
importance of control and
It is the first time many have discipline study each move the
general
set eyes on Russians. They are women make. The
poised and quiet, waving to the audience is bedazzled. The women
crowd as if on cue. Quickly the attain such height as they flip over
crowd notices the pixie, this is the "horse." The balance they
who they came to see. Tiny Olga exhibit as they leap into the air
Korbut dashes a smile to the and land on the four inch wide
youngsters calling to her. The balance beam! Each woman
youth of New York are showing performs her ballerina like moves
their love for the youth, she is on the beam. But Olga Korbut
seventeen, from Russia. This draws the attention and applause
coming together of Russians and with back flips and other stunts.
Americans thrills the spectators Ludmilla Turisheva displays the
even before the gymnastics begin. finesse of the master as she
The Russian Anthem and the combines her stunts with graceful
National Anthem play as the flags leaps and pirouettes, flawlessly.
of these countries hang side by
The Southern Connecticut men escorted them around the arena man-up situation (like a power
side over 19 thousand New perform with feats of strength, exciting the audience still further play?lacrosse has a penalty box,
Yorkers. This is the largest crowd fighting gravity and their own in an ideal closing to the evening. too) are class of '76ers.
Two straight wins to initiate
the season put the gleam back in
Uchacz' eye, however, and despite
two later losses and a couple of
injuries, it stayed. "We've got a
damn good team. I'm more
optimistic after seeing us play,"

BY DENNIE DAYCH
All is quiet and dark in
Madison Square Garden. Then

said the coach.

Cornell and also backed up Brian
Cropper on the NCAA champion
hockey team.
The Eagles also came out
victorious in their battle with
Gettysburg, as Sullivan netted
three more goals in the 7-3 win.
Rookie Dave CarviJlano also had a
good day (2g, la), but later in the
trip was to suffer torn knee
ligaments.

After being upset by BC last
year, Mount St. Mary's of
Maryland "wanted the game more
than we did," and their will was
done, 13-10. BC climbed from a
five-goal deficit to within one
(11-10) with three minutes left,
but MSM was just teasing them.
BC goalies Tom Murray, who was
eighth in the country in saves last
year, and junior college transfer
Mark Molner stopped 21 shots
between them. Neither goalie has
emerged as clarly superior, so
Unchacz has given each equal time
in the spotlight. Six more goalsby
Sullivan and three points by
Ted
Midfielder
Robbins
highlighted the offense in the
MSM game.
Lacrosse power Morgan State
then overwhelmed BC 12-3, but

the score was made deceptiveby a
superb netminding job by the
Morgan State goalie.
Although the Eagles were
outscored overall 32-30, Uchacz
said, "The whole defense was
outstanding-Bob Collier, John
Hill, and Bob O'Keefe-and the
was
very
good,
midfield
John
particularly
Robbins,
Connolly, and Tom Purchase, all
freshmen." Collier has been the
rock of the defense the last three
years, and is co-captain for the
second year, with Midfielder Peter

Politi.
BC's depth in midfield could
be the key to the season. Whereas
in the past Uchacz generally used
only two sets of middies per
game, this year he'll go with four.
Last year 101 of the team's 128
goals were scored by attackmen.
"This season I look for more

A 10-4 mudbathing of NY
Tech featured six points by
Sullivan and two goals each by
senior attackman John Murphy,
who had 22 last year, and
freshman midfielder Dick Rule.
The latter's brother Bob was an balanced scoring. I know the
All-America lacrosse goalie at midfield can score this year."
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The Partners' Lounge
Friday and Saturday
Frankie Cay and the
New Playboys
featuring Angela Drake
plus a comic
and an oriental dancer

perfect for that big date
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The Bright Spot
for: pool
pinball
good food and drink

298 Washington Street Brighton Center
When youVe out of Schlitz, you're out of beer.
CROWN DISTRIBUTORS, BRIGHTON
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PitchngQuestionable

PEAeylesis?73
an average
answer
for.
"We're
BY TONY PIANTIERI
said
the ex-Red
hitting
ballclub,"
During this time of year when
Ned
Yetten
Soxer
as
first
sacker
birds
baseball
sing,
bloom,
flowers
players go on strike (well, almost (you all remember Ned, don't
go on strike) and Yankee pitchers you?) took a few cuts during
swap families, sports enthusiasts infield practice. "We've got good
on The Heights turn their defense, in fact better than last
attention from Roberts Center year. Pitching's the problem. We
and McHugh Forum to Shea lost three starters last year. After
Field, where coach Ed Pellagrini Ruane, we're undecided. As far as
readies his troops for the 1973 our chances are for '73, I'd say
they're fair, depending on the
Baseball season.
we get."
pitching
As the season approaches its
you're wondering who
In
case
MIT,
inception today, BC vs.
Bill Ruane is, he's a Sophomore
as
the
big
question
looms
pitching
Ned Yetten, Hockey MVP. (Rich \u25a0
mark that Pellagrini must find an right-hander who started late last
Silver Photo)
season but looked impressive,
defeating Holy Cross twice and
Harvard, who might be our
toughest competitor, once.

BC shuts Out Fordham
BY JOHN FLORESCU
If XX Katies was sober and the
dorm parties flat Saturday night
there is more than explanations.
Crowds of mellowed tennis
enthusiasts were down at the
complex to view what some have
likened to the Boston Massacre.
The strategy was straight, the
tempo uninterrupted and the
victory decisive: Boston College 9
Fordham 0.
In BC's tennis debut for the
New England area, a well seasoned
team blanked out New York's
number two powerhouse. In
traditional style top seed Ted
Basset humiliated his opponent
6-4 6-2. At the risk of being
monotonousI shall simply list, in
descending order, the remaining
scores and the BC victors. Nick
Florescu 6-2, 6-0; Chris Whitney
6-2, 6-4; John Correa (who
incidentally
was
tortured
throughout with a mild case of
scurvy) 6-1, 6-3; Tom Hardy 6-4,
6-2; and Guy P. Cecala 6-2, 6-1.
In doubles Nick Florescu and
Ted Basset took a 6-2, 6-3 victory.

The remaining two games played
only in respect of tennis
(in
were
won
ettiquette
professional sets) 10-3 and 10-4.
Let me, however, offer a few
comments about the match itself.
tanned
Nick
Extravagantly
Florescu who will readily admit
his pleasure at playing on the
targon surface, chose to slice and
top spin the ball. Mustachioed
Guy P. Cecala, a spunky critter on
the court, played a Bill Tilden
game with his own classic touch.
Sacrificing a career at training
hopeless old welfare recipients in
tennis, Tom Hardy left Buffalo to

Another righty, Gary Beckett,
secure the number five
on looked "interesting," but no one
the team. His form, as well as his can seem to find him.
The rest of the team shapes up
temperament, is flawless.
like
this: at first is Yetten, who
though
Coach MacDonald
nevertheless delighted with the gets the wood on the ball as well
scores,
was
somewhat as he got it on a hockey puck.
disappointed with the caliber of When I asked the coach if he was
our Christian sister school. As for a good first baseman, Pellagrini
Fordham, just imagine how they laughed and said, "If you find a
felt. You leave smog covered New better one, let me know." At
York to get some fresh air at the second, will be Sophomore Mike
Heights and once here you start Reynolds; at short, for the
choking all over the place.
moment, Senior John Lopez; and
Let's set the record straight. at the hot corner, Sophomore Ed
The BC varsity tennis team does "Huck" Hughes. In left figures to
not play country club tennis and be Senior Pat Dumphy; in center,
for this reason we would the hustling captain of the Eagles,
encourage our benefactors to be Tony Manfredi, who belted a long
more boisterous. Last night triple to center during a squad
cosmetically correct gals with game last Wednesday; and around
their respective beaus gently in right, Junior Ed Smith.
applauded what they must have Sophomore Paul Santilli will be
first string catcher.
taken as Verdi's Rigolletto.
If Pellagrini can solve the
Once this season is over Coach
MacDonald vowed that Boston pitching dilemma, BC baseball
College tennis will no longer might give its fans something to
suffer from anonymity.
cheer about.
spot

John Monahan races two Cornell wings for puck in last BC win of
'73. (Rich Silver Photo)

EAEwnaadrgoMlsefkSeason
BY SEAN RUSH
The Boston College hockey
team was devastated, 11-4 at the
hands of Denver University in the
semi-final round of the NCAA
championships at Boston Garden.
Then on the following Saturday,
BC rebounded by nipping Cornell,
3-1, in the consolation game. The

But from then on, it was all
Denver. Using slick passing and
aggressive forechecking, Denver
forced the BC defensive corps into
a pot pourri of errors. The only
bright spot was the three goals by
Bob Reardon in the final period
which gave the score some
respectability.

Eagles had beaten Cornell 3-1 at
McHugh Forum some three
months earlier. It also brought the
Eagles' overall record to 22-7-1,
the third best in BC history.
Earlier in the week at an

NCAA luncheon BC Coach Len
named
the
Ceglarski
was
University Division "Coach of the
At that same luncheon
Year."
out-going senior Tom Mellor was
named to the University Division
All-American
Team
Kevin
Kimball received the Pierre Club's
favorite player award
Missing
from the BC lineup were Joe
Fidler and Mike Powers, both of
whom were dismissed from school
for disciplinary reasons
Coach
Ceglarski has been recruiting in
the wilds of Michigan for next

...

win was the Eagle's second of the
On the ensuing Saturday BC
season
over
Cornell
and revenged their loss to Cornell in
established them as the third best the final game of the ECAC
team in the nation.
playoffs. Cornell, who lost to
Against Denver, it appeared Wisconsin in the other semi-final
that BC was to play Denver on game, fell at the hands of BC 3-1.
equal terms when senior Ed Kenty Goal scorers for BC were Bob
gave the Eagles a 1-0 lead in the Reardon, Ed Kenty and Richie
opening moments of the game. He Smith.
broke around a defenseman on
The victory was BC's second of
the right wing and slammed a shot the season against Dick Bertrand's
by a surprised Denver goaltender. not-so-Big Red Machine. The year's team.

. ..
...
. ..

Heavy sweatshirts and jackets prevail at Shea Field practice. (Photo
by McClintock)

Mike Lupica

Pelli

If I could have everyone's attention for just a moment; if Skates
Monan would put his hockey stick back under his pillow; if Joe Yukica
would put down his autographed copy of Football-My Way by Joe
Paterno; if Joe Fidler would get out of that bathrobe and all our Boy
Radicals would leave the military recruiters alone and all the hungover
people would go immediately to their rooms, then Eddie Pellagrini and
the rest of us would like to get on with Spring. Without further ado
about anything.
I mean, we need Spring, at least as a cure for the general insanity of
late which has begun to make this entire planet appear as if it had been
dropped several times from a great height. In the last couple of weeks
alone, we have found out that The Duke didn't kill all the Indians; that
meat has made the endangered species list; that "wife" has become a
term unsuitable to the Ms.'s (pronounced "muzzzzzzes"); that Dead
Skunk in the Middle of the Road is a song and not a highway problem.
Any day now we're going to find out that Burt Reynolds is really Lance
Loud in disguise.
Eddie Pellagrini is our Last Character, you see, our last
one-of-a-kinder. He is an authentic, a Boston street kid ("Somebody
said once that I looked like a prune picker from California," he says)
who escaped those streets because he could hit a baseball. He is not a
Boston College Person, nor do we want him to be ("Nobody makes a
lot of money out here, but you can do a lot of praying"). But, oh, he is
a welcome relief from some of the people who can make Roberts
Center look like the First Bank and Trust.
Eddie Pellagrini. A shortstop with the Red Sox who was in the
process of beating out Johnny Pesky in the 1940's when the United
States Army decided it wanted him as a Designated Hitter. A rookie for
the Red Sox who in his first start at Fenway Park hit a home run his
first time up, and then hit The Wall three more times that day for
doubles ("Sid Hudson was the pitcher," he says. "My friend. I send him
a Christmas card every year"). A utility player who hung around the big
leagues with four teams?Boston, St. Louis Browns, Philadelphia
Athletics, Pittsburgh-and once defined a Youth Movement thusly:
"That's when I get seven hits in a doubleheader and don't play the next
day." A college manager who pulled his team off the field last season
against Providence when an umpire asininely reversed a call.
He is now in his fifteenth year as baseball coach at BC, and during
that time he has made it to the College World Series at Omaha three
times. And each time he has gone to Omaha, it has been with a team
that could do a lot of things, none of them particularly well-kind of a
Sammy Davis Jr. of college baseball. Give him a pitcher whose arm does
not need sleep, a couple of guys who can get the ball out of the infield
with a runner in scoring position, and one or two baserunners who can
go from first to third faster than a Watergate thief, and the man will
win. Always.
But whether he wins or not (and this is not easy without
scholarships), the game never ceases to be the thing with Pelly. There is
no one who enjoys the mere experience of Being On The Field more
than he still does. On any given day, at any given practice session for
the game Pelly once said "is supposed to be played in the sun," the man
can bombard you with one-liners (when he is not amazing you with a
fresh technical insight about the game) from an endless repertoire. Like
these:
"You got to think in this game, fellas. You aren't like those
seven-footers in basketball."
After Manager Scoop Cardinali has explained to him the geometric
formula he used to figure out the distance from home to second base:
"Use your feet, kid. I do."
After one batter kept fouling balls up into the woods: "I can't keep
you, kid, if you keep losing my baseballs."
Referring to shortstop Harry Ohanesian: "Must be a rugmaker. I
don't want to say he's Persian, but he goes 'ba-ba' running to first.
Likes lambs."
Talking about one of his infield prospects: "Kid reminds me of
Piersall. Runs around a lot, but don't think."
Pelly is back.

